need lays claim to the attitude of politicians.
In Japan，however, when the parliamentary system of govern ment was introduced, together with the concept of political freedom and the " sciences " of politics and law, the underlying religious and philosophical principle was not accepted. Con sequently, only the outward system and the political concept 
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
The same can be said regarding other areas of experience.
W e are sometimes moved by Beethoven's music, the Ninth Symphony，for example. A t the depth of Beethoven's mind there was a strong religious spirituality that manifests itself in his music. W e can sense，while listening to it, the spiritual breath in it. But although we listen to the same music I think there is a fundamental difference between the feeling of Europeans, who have been brought up breathing the spiritual atmosphere of Christianity，and the feeling of we Japanese, who have been brought up in another atmosphere. In Europeans there must be awakened a vivid sense of the religious spirituality that is breathing in the Ninth Symphony.1 hat spiritually must be something real and something close to them, while it is not to f^r： us. The sense of reality felt by Europeans on hearing the finale of the chorus, for example, cannot be experienced by Japanese in the same sense.
This may be compared to the difference between pressed and living flowers, or between a wrestling or baseball match on television and one which we see at the edge of the ring or at the baseball grounds. In one case we feel a vital atmosphere, while in the other we do not. This vital atmosphere is sensed only when it emanates from living wrestlers with their hot breath or from living flowers in their shining colours. In the case of the Ninth Symphony, what is called the religious breath can be really felt only in such a vital atmosphere.
Therefore, the sensibility to such an atmosphere becomes real only when we are actually in it. Perhaps it does not become real, perhaps it does not grow into an actual feeling in its true sense, even in the case of Europeans who have become indif ferent to the Christian faith and find therein no vital atmos phere.
How then can it be real to us ? W e are hardly conscious of such a slight difference, yet I think it is indeed a major problem.
However much impressed we may be by Beethoven's music, there must be a fundamental limitation in our impression. As in the case of parliamentary government, the music does not reach the very depth of our heart, our spiritual consciousness.
The understanding of the music must stop at a little shallower level than the depth of the heart. Even when we are moved from the bottom of our hearts by Beethovens^ music，it seems inevitable that there must remain in the innermost region of the heart a blank, an empty space. we do now，in so far as this most fundamental point for human beings is concerned.
Until the middle of the M eiji era the religious mind in Japan seems to have been effective in the formation of human life.
After that，as this country was more Westernized，the effect 
II Three Modern Problems
I said in the beginning in regard to the religious state of modern Japanese, that it has a status common to all the world.
There is a deep invisible gulf between religion and modern life or the modern way of looking at things. The fundamental reason why this gulf has appeared seems to lie in the fact that science and scientific rationalism have gradually gained control of modern life. It goes without saying that, on the one hand, scientific progress has greatly contributed to mankind but, on the other hand, it has caused many serious problems. Here I should like to list only three.
Human Mechanization
In the first place, as is often said, human life is rapidly be coming mechanical. Mechanization does not only concern that which is outside us. It also concerns our mentality itself. The important fact about the mechanization of our lives is that the mind and its functions have become more mechanized. Human relations, including that of parent and child, brothers, friends, and other relations in the larger society contain in their nature something delicate which cannot easily be reasoned out. W hen one boldly cuts off such delicate and, therefore, sometimes troublesome fringes from human relations and makes of them something clear-cut and rational， by making a contract, for example，one may then feel relieved. But, when such ration alizing continues for a while, the parent is no longer a parent, the child no longer a child, the husband no longer a husband, PRESENT-DAY RELIGIOUS SITUATION and the wife no longer a wife. Their relationship, as well as they themselves, become more or less a sort of mechanism.
They enter a dreary state and lose a human-like way of life.
Here is the reason for the fact that all things superficially rational soon lose their appeal and cause weariness， even though they may have a strong charm at the beginning like a new machine for a child. Such a process, that is, the mechaniza tion of man and his life, is generally called " de-humanization."
De-humanization
In the second place, this fundamental de-humanization, or de-spiritualization on account of the " rationalization " of human He might have been throwing dust on some tehemcians or engineers who at that very time were trying to improve the motorcycle.
Speedy driving itself is not a bad thing. The question lies rather in the egoism with which the driver indulges in his own pleasure and neglects the interests of others. W hen we look at him dashing by, we cannot but feel that he, himself, is a sort of machine moving together with the machine, a PRESENT-DAY RELIGIOUS SITUATION modern centaur, as it were ; and that he is being controlled without reason by only momentary feelings of pleasure and is being driven by a very simple egoism. In other words, he is de-rationalized as well as mechanized; and the very vitality, the efficiency, and speed of the modem centaur makes us feel that there is some desolate emptiness. This is only a small example, but I think that similar things on a much larger scale can also be found everywhere in vari ous spheres of life, which reveal a feeling of emptiness.
Nihilism
This feeling exists throughout the world and has something to do with my last point, which may be expressed compre hensively with the word, " nihilism." Especially in the West, many thinkers, literary men, and social critics, critics of civili zation, pay keen attention to this problem. This is because nihilism lies at the very basis of modem Western civilization.
It means that there has arisen a tendency to disbelief in religion -in this case, Christianity-and that a religious indifferentism is more or less widely ignoring the relationship between God and man，that has been for a long time the solid basis of all the cultural and moral civilization of the West. The problem of nihilism is connected with the fact that this very basis has begun to be shaken today. Now nihilism does not necessarily mean the sombre, socalled " nihilistic " mood. On the contrary, it is evident in the case of the young man dashing on his motorcycle that he is vital and energetic, and that he, himself， is not " nihilistic"
in the least. Actually, however, this is a case of nihilism. In the truest sense, nihilism must be taken up as a serious problem of the spirit. Nihilism here means that something funda mental has been lost from our existence, and that all life has become ultimately meaningless.
The mechanization of our life, the de-rationalization of our mind, and nihilism, which lies at the basis of these phenomena, are the symptoms of a critical situation commonly found through out the world today.
Western Concern W hat we have to note here, however, is that in the West this problem has arisen in the consciousness of many people, especially religious leaders, philosophers, literary men and others, and that they are sincerely making an effort to solve it as a most serious problem imposed not only on themselves but on all mankind,-a concern which cannot yet be seen in our country.
In the West various kinds of solutions are sought. Some Japanese Indifference The situation in Japan is，however, al together different. The mechanization of life, the de-rationali zation of the mind，and nihilism are also going on rapidly in this country ; but there exist very few men of intelligence who are even aware of this as a problem, or are making any effort to solve it for themselves, not to speak of mankind in general.
There seems to be neither literature nor philosophy which treats nihilism as a profound spiritual problem today. The actual state in Japan is that nihilism is always permeating our life without our being aware of it?-■ a fact which indicates that nihilism in Japan has its roots fastened all the more deeply in the soil. W hen there is no question，no answer can ever ap pear, and no effort can ever be expended to solve it.
W hat is the reason for this great difference between Europe and Japan ? In Europe，because Christianity is still living and active，and has a vital influence ; and because there has emerged a crisis in Christianity, which has produced a wholesale crisis of all the life-systems based on that religion，man is compelled to have a keen consciousness of the actuality of nihilism, and to search for a way to overcome it. The fact that such a consciousness does not arise in Japan means that our presentday religions have ceased to have any vital influence. Here we find the special situation in Japan. Many foreigners say that there is no country in the world where the people are so indifferent to religion as in Japan. W hy do our religions have no vital influence today ? W hat must happen to them so that they can recover their vital influence, awaken us to that hidden nihilism，which is engulfing our existence，and prompt us to overcome it?
PRESENT-DAY RELIGIOUS SITUATION
III Japanese Religions Isolated from Life
W hy are religions in Japan so ineffective today ? In a word, it is because they stand isolated from our actual life.
As to the manner of their isolation，however, traditional Shinto However, the present situation of Buddhism is blocked by the very way it should take to fulfil its own calling. In the first place, because the priesthood of most Buddhist temples is nowadays transmitted by heredity, as it a man could be born a priest，or as it temples were places where men might be people, and experienced new developments after entering the Hellenic and Roman worlds. Then it experienced another new development when it was transmitted to the Gc m a n ic people.
In the present age Christianity is encountering the Orient, and a most profound and far-reaching encounter is seen within this country. Therefore, I think that it is quite natural to expect Christianity in Japan to make a bold start in another new, -終 -Note: The above manuscript was transcribed from tapes loaned by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation, translated, edited, submitted to the author for correction, and then re-edited. When-ever possible expressions preferred by the author have been retained in the final draft. Editor.
